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EVALUATION OF AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION TOOLS (ABETS) AND
THEIR APPLICATION IN IMPROVING TCP PERFORMANCE
Yegyalakshmi Easwaran
ABSTRACT
Available bandwidth is a time-dependant variable that denes the spare bandwidth in an end-to-
end network path. Currently, there is signicant focus in the research community on the design and
development of Available Bandwidth Estimation Tools (ABETs), and a few tools have resulted from
this research. However, there is no comprehensive evaluation of these tools and the research work in
this thesis attempts to ll that gap. A performance evaluation of important ABETs like Pathload, IGI
and pathChirp in terms of their accuracy, convergence time and intrusiveness is conducted in several
scenarios. A 2k factorial design is carried out to analyze the importance of the size of probe packets,
number of probe packets per train, number of trains, and frequency of runs in these performance
metrics.
ABETs are very important because of their potential in solving many network research prob-
lems. For example, ABETs can be used in congestion control in transport layer protocols, network
management tools, route selection and conguration in overlay networks, SLA verication, topol-
ogy building in peer to peer networks, call admission control, dynamic encoding rate modication in
streaming applications, trafc engineering, capacity planning, intelligent routing systems, etc. This
thesis looks at applying ABETs in the congestion control of transmission control protocol (TCP).
Current implementations of TCP in the Internet perform reasonably well in terms of containing
congestion, but their sending rate adjustment algorithm is unaware of the accurate network condi-
tions and available resources. TCP’s Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) congestion
control algorithm cannot efciently utilize the available bandwidth to the full potential and this is
especially true in high bandwidth networks. Based on the results of the comparative evaluation, the
most appropriate ABET for TCP congestion control is embedded in a modied version of TCP Sack
v
to solve the blindness of TCP in changing its congestion window and threshold values. It is shown
that using the available bandwidth estimates provided by IGI instead of the by half reduction rule
of TCP, the throughput of the proposed ABET-based TCP version is improved compared to regular
TCP Sack.
vi
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and motivation
Available Bandwidth, or the maximum unused bandwidth of a link or path is a very impor-
tant metric. Several tools and techniques like IGI [1], Pathload [2], pathChirp [3], spruce [4] and
TOPP [5] have been proposed and developed to estimate the available bandwidth in an end-to-end
path. Although the potential applicability of available bandwidth estimation tools is very high, there
are two main problems that still limit their usage. These tools are still under investigation and we
don’t know how well these tools perform and the main factors affecting their performance. Also,
there is little knowledge about ways to use these tools in different scenarios or to integrate these
tools into other applications and possibly address networking problems. In many cases, these tech-
niques might need to be adapted to the specic application or problem at hand. These two facts
were recently recognized in [6], where the authors say that more research is needed to not only
improve these techniques, but also to determine ways to use these techniques in other applications.
Available bandwidth in an end-to-end network path is hard to obtain for end users and only
available to network administrators who have access to intermediate routers and switches. Lack
of administrative access to network management protocols limits the end users from having infor-
mation about the available bandwidth of an end-to-end path. Available bandwidth is a metric that
dynamically changes over time and so the measurement has to be an average of several instantaneous
values over a period of time and the measurement has to be done quickly and used immediately so
as not to lose its validity.
Available Bandwidth Estimation Tools (ABETs) need to be studied and understood better to be
able to utilize them suitably. A scenario where their application will have a signicant impact is in
the predominant transport layer in the Internet - the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
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1.2 Problem statement
The recent years have seen considerable research efforts going into the development of a few
available bandwidth estimation tools (ABETs) [1] - [5]. However, there exists no comprehensive
performance evaluation of these tools and techniques. Furthermore, it is not known as to how the
various tool settings/parameters affect the tool performance in terms of accuracy, convergence time
and intrusiveness. IGI/PTR, Pathload and pathChirp are the three ABETs included in the evaluation
as they are among the better tools and their ns-2 [7] modules were available to perform an evaluation.
The evaluation done in this thesis will serve as a guide in understanding and picking suitable ABETs
to use in a given scenario or application.
The ABETs have several potential applications but there is limited knowledge about utilizing the
ABETs in applications to solve networking issues. The most common transport layer protocol in the
Internet is TCP and the congestion control algorithm that it uses has some drawbacks that cause TCP
to under-perform. A knowledge of the available bandwidth estimate could potentially improve the
efciency of TCP in next generation high speed networks where it has been demonstrated that the
blindness of TCP causes serious performance problems [8]. The suitability of usage of ABETs
in an application depends on the performance characteristics of the ABETs and the needs of the
application and matching the two optimally.
1.3 Contributions of this thesis
This thesis makes contributions in the areas of available bandwidth estimation tools and TCP.
A performance evaluation of the available bandwidth estimation tools and a one to one comparison
between the tools is carried out in low and high bandwidth network scenarios.
Experiments to measure the accuracy, convergence time and intrusivess metrics are carried out
for IGI/PTR, Pathload and pathChirp in the presence of 1) TCP trafc alone; 2)TCP and continuous
CBR trafc; 3)TCP and ON-OFF CBR trafc and 4) CBR Staircase trafc. The above evaluations
are done in both low and high bandwidth networks and a 2k factorial design is done to determine
the important factors affecting these ABETs.
An analysis of the results from the evaluation is used to determine the most appropriate ABET
to aid in TCP congestion control. An ABET-based TCP that demonstrates superior performance is
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designed by integrating the most appropriate ABET identied by the evaluation with TCP Sack. It is
also shown that although Pathload and IGI are fairly good bandwidth estimation tools, IGI is better
suited to improving TCP performance as compared to Pathload. In fact, Pathload when incorporated
in TCP worsens its performance.
1.4 Organization of this document
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 describes the different types of bandwidth-related network measurements and the
tools and techniques that are available to measure them. It also contains a description of
IGI/PTR, Pathload and pathChirp, which are the ABETs considered in this thesis for evalua-
tion.
• Chapter 3 explains the experimental setup and topology for the simulations and the design
methodology used.
• In Chapter 4, a performance evaluation of the three ABETs is included in low and high band-
width scenarios using a 2k factorial design.
• In Chapter 5, an ABET-based TCP is proposed and its performance is compared with regular
TCP Sack.
• Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with future directions for research in this area.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a number of bandwidth related network measurements. A few important ones are
end-to-end capacity, bulk transfer capacity and available bandwidth [6]. The end-to-end capacity
of a network path is the maximum rate that can be achieved at the IP layer when there is no other
trafc in the path. In other words, the capacity of a path is the minimum of the capacities of all the
links in the path. The link in the path that has the minimum capacity is called the narrow link. The
link that has the minimum available bandwidth is called the tight link. The capacity of the narrow
link determines the capacity of the path and the link with the maximum free bandwidth determines
the available bandwidth in the path. The Bulk Transfer Capacity (BTC) of a path is the throughput
of a bulk TCP transfer. Available bandwidth in a network is the maximum free unused throughput
available to a ow without affecting the throughput of any trafc that is currently in the path.
Pathchar [9] and pchar [10] measure the link bandwidth of all the links in the path and not just
the bottleneck bandwidth link. These tools use a common underlying measurement methodology,
called variable packet size (VPS) probing. The key assumption in VPS is that each hop of a path
increases the one-way delay of a packet by a serialization latency, given by the ratio of the packet
size over that hop’s capacity. If this is true, the VPS technique can estimate the capacity of a hop
i based on the relation between the Round Trip Time (RTT) up to hop i and the probing packet
size. The RTTs for different packet sizes can be measured using Time Exceeded ICMP messages as
done by traceroute. Another technique of measuring the link bandwidth is the packet pair method
used by tools like nettimer [11] and bprobe [12]. Packet pair methods send pairs of back-to-back
packets and measure the difference in the packet gaps at the source and destination. The bottleneck
link determines the interpacket spacing and the links with higher bandwidth preserve the interpacket
spacing.
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Available bandwidth depends on both the bottleneck link bandwidth and the cross trafc in a
network path. Available bandwidth is a time-dependant metric representing the unused capacity
in a link during a specic period. Available bandwidth measurements use packet trains which are
streams of packets, instead of packet pairs so as to obtain an averaged value over a period of time.
The rst few tools that measured the available bandwidth are cprobe [13] and pipechar [14]. These
tools send a pair of packets and measure the packet dispersion, which is the interspacing between the
packets at the destination and compute the available bandwidth as the ratio of packet length to the
packet dispersion. It was later identied in [15] that this is actually the asymptotic packet dispersion
rate (ADR) and not the available bandwidth. TOPP [5] also measures the available bandwidth by
sending many packet pairs at increasing rates. When the packet sending rate is less than the end-
to-end available bandwidth, the packets will arrive at the receiver at the same rate they were sent,
whereas if the packet rate is more than the available bandwidth, then the measured rate at the receiver
will be less than at the sender. The methodology used is very similar to the Self Loading Periodic
Streams (SLoPS) with the stream rate increase following a linear fashion instead of a binary search.
The disadvantage with TOPP is that in paths with multiple links, the estimates tend to be erroneous
as the results start to depend on the order of the links in the path. Mathematically, the available
bandwidth in link i is given by
Ai = Ci(1− Ui) (2.1)
where Ci is the capacity of link i and Ui is the utilization of link i. Consequently, the end to end
available bandwidth is given by,
A =
N
min
i=1
Ai (2.2)
Current techniques developed to estimate the available bandwidth use either the Probe Gap
Model (PGM) or the Probe Rate Model (PRM). Techniques using the Probe Gap Model obtain the
available bandwidth estimate from the time difference that exists between the probe packets when
they are sent at the source and the interarrival time when they reach the destination. Techniques
using this model assume a single bottleneck link, a non-empty queue between the departure of the
rst probe packet and the departure of the second one, and apriori knowledge of the capacity of
the link. Spread PaiR Unused Capacity estimate (Spruce) [4] and Initial Gap Increasing (IGI) [1]
are examples of tools using this approach. Techniques using the Probe Rate Model usually send
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a series of probe packets (a packet train) to induce congestion in the tight link. These techniques
check the sending and receiving rates of the probe train looking for the point where the receiving
rate starts matching the sending rate. This juncture represents the rate where the probe sending
rate equals the available bandwidth in the tight link.The PRM techniques usually need more time
to converge as they use an iterative approach to nd the turning point, and usually need statistical
techniques to validate that this is in fact the turning point. Available tools taking the PRM approach
are Pathload [2], Packet Transmission Rate (PTR) [1], pathChirp [3] and TOPP [5]. Both, the PGM
and the PRM use a train of probe packets to cope with the burstiness of competing cross trafc.
Pathload [2] uses one-way delay trends of periodic streams to estimate the end-to-end available
bandwidth. It is based on the principle of self induced congestion whereby the source sends long
constant bit rate packet trains until the rate of the train equals or exceeds the rate of the available
bandwidth indicated by a consistently increasing one-way delay trend. Pathload adopts an adaptive
search in its available bandwidth estimation. The PTR and IGI algorithms also use trains of probe
packets by scheduling departures of packet trains from source with increasing initial gaps. It does
this by monitoring the difference between the average source and destination gaps. Whenever this
difference becomes zero, the average rate of the train equals the available bandwidth in the bottle-
neck link. The tool pathChirp [3] utilizes exponentially distributed probe packets called a Chirp
to measure the available bandwidth. By exponentially increasing the packet spacing, pathChirp is
supposed to reduce the number of probe packets introduced. Spruce [4] sends pairs of probe pack-
ets so that the second packets arrive at the bottleneck link before the rst packet leaves the queue.
This is the case of the Joint Queueing Region (JQR) identied in IGI/PTR that guarantees a better
accuracy. Similar to IGI, Spruce assumes that the tool knows the capacity of the tight link, which is
usually found by applying other tools such as bprobe [12], pathrate [15], or nettimer [11].
The three important ABET metrics are:
• Accuracy - The accuracy of an ABET is measured in terms of how close the tool estimate
of available bandwidth is as compared to the actual available bandwidth. The higher the
accuracy that a tool can achieve, the better it is.
• Convergence Time - The convergence time of an ABET is the time it takes for the tool to
converge to an estimate. The shorter the convergence time, the better it is.
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Figure 2.1 Packet pair probe gap model [1]
• Intrusiveness or Overhead - The ABETs introduce probing trafc in the network to make
available bandwidth measurements. The lower the overhead an ABET introduces, the better
it is.
There are a number of factors like packet size, packets per train, number of packet trains, etc that
affect the ABET metrics. It may be difcult to have one ABET with the absolute best in all the
three metrics (i.e. highest accuracy, least convergence time and least overhead). In reality, most
applications may not even need the best of all the three metrics as trade-offs can be made between
the metrics to meet the requirements of an application. The level of importance of the ABET metrics
is dictated by the application that the ABET will be used in.
2.1 ABETs
2.1.1 IGI (Initial Gap Increasing)
A sequence of packet trains is sent from the source to the destination with increasing initial
gaps. The interpacket gap in a packet pair is measured at the source and at the destination and the
difference in the interpacket gaps is used to estimate the available bandwidth in the network. The
bottleneck link rate is a direct measure of the spacing between the packets and links with higher
available bandwidths maintain the spacing between the packets. Available bandwidth in a network
is a dynamic metric that can change instantaneously and so a mean of samples measured over a
period of time will be representative of the true available bandwidth. So IGI uses a train of packet
pairs instead of just a packet pair to estimate the available bandwidth. When pair of probing packets
is sent, the competing cross trafc along the path introduces delays in the packet spacing and so is
proportional to the packet spacing as seen in Figure 2.1. The above statement is true only in the
scenario where the second packet arrives in the queue before the rst packet leaves the queue (also
called as Joint Queuing Region (JQR)). In this scenario the output gap is the sum of the time to
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process the rst packet and the time to process the competing cross trafc at the bottleneck link.
The initial gap between the probing packets has a signicant effect on the IGI/PTR algorithms.
Increasing the initial gap increases the Disjoint Queuing Region (DQR) area. DQR vanishes if the
initial gap is smaller than the bottleneck gap. But this will amount to ooding of the bottleneck
link and hence an underestimate of the available bandwidth. Initially the input gap is less than the
output gap, but as we slowly increase the input gap up to and beyond the bottleneck gap, at some
point the output gap equals the input gap. This point is where the competing cross trafc packets
interleave nicely with the probe packets and the probe packet rate represents the available bandwidth
rate. This point is called the turning point and corresponds to the smallest initial gap value without
ooding the bottleneck link and at the same time keeping the queue full. With respect to PTR,
the initial gap at the turning point corresponds to the packet transmission rate where the packet
trains consume all the available bandwidth without interfering with the competing cross trafc. The
packet train behaves like an aggressive but well-behaved application ow and so its rate is a good
estimation of the available bandwidth. In the IGI algorithm, the available bandwidth is obtained by
subtracting the estimated competing trafc throughput from the bottleneck capacity. So there are
two parts to the bandwidth estimation. 1) Bottleneck capacity measurement - A simplied version
of the nettimer [11] algorithm is used to compute the bottleneck capacity. This measurement is
done by sending a train of packets continuously from the source, and measuring the packet gaps
at the destination. The packet gap value that repeats most often in the set of gap values for the
rst train of packets measured corresponds to the bottleneck capacity. 2) Competing throughput
measurement - Train of packets are sent at increasing gap values from the source and the gap values
at the destination are measured. The increased gap values at the destination as compared to the
bottleneck gap represent the competing trafc, while decreased or no change in gap values means
absence of or minimal cross trafc. The ratio of the sum of the increased gap values to the sum of
all the gap values is a measure of the competing trafc throughput. In the DQR, the output gap is
given by the equation as shown in Eqn. 2.3 [1]
gO = gB + BC
gi
BO
(2.3)
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where gO is the output gap, gi is the input gap, gB is the bottleneck gap, BC and BO are competing
trafc and bottleneck throughputs respectively. The right hand side of Eqn. 2.3 has two time compo-
nents and the rst corresponds to the time it takes to process Packet P1 and the second is the time to
process the competing trafc that arrives between the two probing packets. Assume a probing train
in which there are M probes with increasing gap values, K probes whose gap values are unchanged
and N probes whose gap values are decreased. Applying the above formula, we get the following
estimate for the competing trafc load as given in Eqn. 2.4 [1]
BO
∑
M
i=1
(gi
+ − gB)∑
M
i=1
gi+ +
∑
K
i=1
gi= +
∑
N
i=1
gi−
(2.4)
where, gi+, gi=, gi− represent gaps that are increased, unchanged and decreased respectively. The
numerator denotes the amount of competing trafc arriving during the probing period. The de-
nominator represents the total probing time. After the competing trafc is computed, the available
bandwidth is computed as the difference between bottleneck capacity and the competing load.
The factors affecting IGI/PTR probing methodology are:
1. Probing packet size. It has been pointed out by the authors in [1] that small probing packet
sizes can result in errors in available bandwidth estimation. One reason for this is that small
probe values lead to small gap values and so the gap difference does not converge as well as
it would with larger probing packets. It is also indicated that that smaller packet sizes may
underestimate the available bandwidth and larger packets run the risk of over estimating the
available bandwidth
2. Length of the packet train. A very small packet train may take a shorter time but may lead
to inaccurate results, whereas a longer packet train may take longer but estimate the available
bandwidth more accurately. The tool can take several phases of sending packet trains to
converge to the best initial gap value. A short packet train corresponds to a shorter sampling
interval and so the available bandwidth estimates are bursty.
In conclusion, the IGI algorithm uses the packet gap values of packets in a train to estimate the
bandwidth of competing cross trafc in the path.
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Figure 2.2 Pathload mechanism [2]
2.1.2 Pathload
Pathload uses the Packet Rate Model and utilizes the Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS)
methodology. The sender sends a number of packets of constant size to the receiver at a rate say R.
The one way delay (OWD) of the packets are measured and variations in the OWD are recorded. If
the stream rate R is greater than the path’s available bandwidth A, the OWD of the packets in the
stream will show an increasing trend. This is because the packets will queue up at the router of the
tight link and cause an overload. Contrarily, if the stream rate R is lower than the path’s available
bandwidth A, the probing packets in the stream travel through without causing any congestion at
the tight link and so their OWD do not show an increasing trend. The sending rate of the stream
R is gradually adjusted so that it is equal to the available bandwidth. This adjustment is done by
iteratively sending streams of packets at varying rates. The OWD trend calculation is done by the
receiver and it informs the sender about the same. The Pathload iterative algorithm is explained
below [2]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the Pathload algorithm. The source sends a periodic stream i of
packets at a rate say Ri. If say the actual available bandwidth is A
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Rmax =


Ri if Ri > A
Rmax Otherwise
Rmin =


Ri if Ri ≤ A
Rmin Otherwise
Ri+1 =
Rmin + Rmax
2
where Rmax and Rmin are the outer and inner limits for the available bandwidth after i streams.
Initially Rmin is set to 0 and Rmax is set to a sufciently high value such that Rmax0 >A. The algo-
rithm terminates when Rmax − Rmin < resol where resol is an user-dened bandwidth estimation
resolution. The transmission rate R is a function of packet size L and interpacketgap T. T is usually
set to Tmin which is the smallest possible interpacket gap that can be achieved at the end computers.
L can be computed as RT. L should always be smaller than the path MTU to avoid fragmentation.
Pathload determines if R > A by sending a eet of N streams of K packets instead of a single stream
of N by K packets. This allows the tool to see if R > A, N successive times. All streams in a
eet have the same rate R. The use of multiple streams provides an idle period that allows for the
queues in the network to drain. Pathload uses statistical metrics like the Pairwise Comparison Test
(PCT) and the Pairwise Difference Test (PDT) of the streams to detect the increasing OWD trend.
The PCT measures the fraction of consecutive OWD pairs that are increasing. PDT quanties how
strong is the start-to-end OWD variation, relative to the OWD absolute variations during the stream.
The factors affecting Pathload probing methodology are:
1. Packets per train. With more packets per train, there are comparisons between R and A over
a longer time range and the variablility of the estimate reduces because the averaging time
scale increases. But this will have an impact on the measurement latency.
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Figure 2.3 pathChirp queueing delay signature [3]
2. Fleet length or number of trains. As the number of trains increases, the variations of the
measured available bandwidth across several runs decrease.
2.1.3 pathChirp
pathChirp uses the concept of self-induced congestion and sends an exponential chirp of probe
packets to compute the available bandwidth. An exponentially spaced stream of probe packets is
sent from the source and a statistical analysis is done at the destination. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
queueing delay signature of a chirp train. The relative queuing delays between the probe packets
are monitored to calculate the available bandwidth.
Typically a signature consists of excursions from the zero axis corresponding to increasing queu-
ing delays caused by increasing cross trafc. When the chirp rate is less than the actual available
bandwidth, the queues relax and the queuing delay goes to zero. When the queuing delays make
an excursion from the zero axis and continue to trend northward with no sign of returning to zero
delays, it signies that the actual available bandwidth is less than the Packet Chirp rate. pathChirp
uses the shape of the signature to make an estimate of the per-packet available bandwidth and then
takes a weighted average of the per packet estimate to estimate the per-chirp available bandwidth.
The factors affecting pathChirp probing methodology are:
1. Packet size. The size of the packet is proportionate to the number of bytes transmitted. For
the same probing rates a smaller packet means smaller probe intervals which means that the
cross trac arriving during this short interval will be very bursty. This will lead to erratic
signatures and hence inaccurate bandwidth estimates. So a larger packet size is better for the
bandwidth estimation.
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2. Spread factor. The Spread factor controls the spectrum of probing rates in a chirp. A smaller
Spread Factor leads to a dense spectrum of rates leading to more accurate estimates.
2.2 TCP
TCP is a connection-oriented, point-to-point, reliable transport layer protocol. TCP utilizes a
3-way handshake procedure while establishing an end to end connection and exchanges protocol
specic information before initiating any data transfer. The connection termination is also done
gracefully once all data packets are delivered successfully. The TCP protocol at the transport layer
breaks the application data into segments and passes it down to the network layer, where they are
encapsulated into network layer IP datagrams. At the receiver end, the segment’s data is passed up
by the network layer and is placed in the receive buffer of the TCP Connection. Once the segment
is sent, a timer is set, and it waits for the receiver to acknowledge (ACK) the segment. If an ACK
is not received before the timer expires, TCP retransmits the segment. The ACK mechanism of
TCP is an important part of what makes the protocol reliable. Reliability means that data from
the sender is not lost, duplicated or received out of order. TCP guarantees these properties even
though the underlying communication medium may lose, duplicate or reorder packets. The other
features of TCP are its ow control and congestion control. Flow control checks for buffer space
at the end systems and slows down the data transfer rate if the buffer capacity is reached. Hence
TCP limits the sender to send only as much data as the receiver can handle. Flow control only
avoids the sender from overowing the receiver’s buffer, but it does not take network congestion
into account. To solve the problem of overloading the network nodes between end systems, TCP
implements congestion control. While ow control is an end system issue, congestion control is a
network issue. There have been a number of changes made to the original TCP congestion control
algorithm developed by V. Jacobson [16] and new TCP avors like TCP Reno, TCP Newreno, TCP
Vegas,etc have been implemented.
2.2.1 TCP Reno
TCP Reno is a very popular variant of TCP and models like TCP Sack and TCP Newreno are
enhancements to TCP Reno. TCP Reno views packet losses as a signal of network congestion.
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While there are no packet losses, TCP Reno continues to increase its window size by one during
each round trip time. When it experiences a packet loss, it reduces its window size to one half
of the current window size. This is called additive increase and multiplicative decrease. It uses a
sliding window mechanism for its ow control, acknowledgment and retransmission policy. The
basic idea is that there is a window of size n that determines how many successive segments of
data can be sent in the absence of a new acknowledgment. The size of n is dynamic depending
on available buffer space at the receiver and congestion in the network. Each segment of data
is sequentially numbered, so the sender is not allowed to send segment i+n before segment i has
been acknowledged. Thus, if i is the sequence number of the segment most recently acknowledged
by the receiver, there is a window of data numbered i + 1 to k which the sender can transmit.
As successively higher numbered acknowledgments are received, the window slides forward. The
acknowledgment mechanism is cumulative in that if the receiver acknowledges segment k, where
k > i + 1, it means it has successfully received all segments up to k. Segment k is acknowledged
by sending a request for segment k + 1. In TCP, data that is transmitted is kept on a retransmission
buffer until it has been acknowledged. Thus, when k is acknowledged, segments with sequence
number less than or equal to k are removed from the retransmission buffer. If k < n + i, the
sender may retransmit segments k + 1 to n + i from the retransmission buffer. The decision to
retransmit these segments depends on the receipt of duplicate acknowledgments and on timeouts.
TCP Reno also uses Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery, where when the source receives i duplicate
acknowledgments (e.g., i = 3) for the same segment (say k), it determines that segment k was lost.
The source chooses to retransmit segment k right away, rather than wait for a retransmission timer
to expire. The congestion control mechanism reduces the sender’s transmission window by half on
retransmission of a packet based on duplicate acknowledgments.
2.2.2 TCP Sack
The Congestion Control mechanism in TCP Sack [17] is an improvement over that of TCP Reno.
The limitation of the cumulative acknowledgment strategy that is available in TCP Reno is that it
can only indicate that every segment up to k has been received and k + 1 has not been received.
When multiple packets are lost from a window, the throughput of TCP can suffer greatly. When
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multiple packets in a window are dropped, the sender is constrained by the fast retransmit policy to
retransmit only one packet per roundtrip in TCP Reno. However, TCP Sack allows the receiver to
acknowledge noncontiguous and isolated blocks of data that have been received and queued, using
a selective acknowledgment in addition to the cumulative acknowledgment of contiguous data, in
the event of multiple packet losses. TCP SACK introduces the possibility for earlier recovery from
loss of multiple packets resulting in higher throughput because it avoids drastic congestion recovery
mechanisms like slashing window size to one. TCP Sack is used in the simulations in this thesis
for demonstrating the application of ABETs in TCP because half of the servers in the Internet today
use TCP Sack and many others use NewReno and almost all browsers use TCP Sack [18].
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
IGI, Pathload and pathChirp are evaluated using simulations and statistical techniques. Exper-
iments are designed to study the effects of ABET factors like size of packets, number of packets
per train and number of packet trains on the accuracy, convergence time and the intrusiveness of the
tools under low bandwidth and high bandwidth scenarios. The tools were evaluated using the ns-2
simulator [7] and the modules provided by the corresponding authors.
Three main cases were studied. In the rst case, the tools are evaluated in a low bandwidth
environment. The second case evaluates the tools in high bandwidth network conditions. The last
case evaluates the tools under variable load conditions.
3.1 Simulation design
3.1.1 Case 1: Low bandwidth scenario
The topology shown in Figure 3.1 was used to run four sets in a low bandwidth scenario. The
topology is a 4-node 3-hop network in which the second hop is the bottleneck link. The bottleneck
bandwidth is set to 10 Mbps. In all the scenarios, the ABETs are attached to the end nodes and so
are the TCP Sack source and sink. In the rst scenario, the estimation technique runs with only one
TCP Sack connection. The second scenario is similar with the addition of a CBR source transmitting
at a xed rate of 5 Mbps to simulate cross trafc. The third scenario is like the second one except
that the CBR source goes ON and OFF between 5 Mbps and 0 Mbps instead of being xed at one
value. It stays ON for 100 seconds and goes OFF for 50 seconds. In the fourth case, CBR trafc is
in the form of a staircase and changes in steps of 2Mbps over the range 0 Mbps and 10Mbps every
50 seconds. The above simulations were carried out for 500 seconds.
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Figure 3.1 Low bandwidth network topology
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Figure 3.2 High bandwidth network topology
3.1.2 Case 2: High bandwidth scenario
The topology shown in Figure 3.2 was used to run four sets of scenarios using high bandwidth
links. Again, the topology consists of four nodes and three hops and the second hop is the bottleneck
bandwidth that is set to 1000 Mbps. As described in Case 1, the ABET tools run from the same end
points of a TCP Sack connection. In the rst scenario, there is only one TCP Sack connection trans-
mitting packets. The second scenario is like the rst one but there is also a CBR source transmitting
at a xed rate of 500 Mbps. The third scenario has the CBR source goes ON and OFF. It stays ON
for 100 seconds and goes OFF for 50 seconds. Finally, the CBR trafc is induced in the form of a
stair waveform going from 0 to 1000 Mbps in steps of 200 Mbps, stepping every 50 seconds. The
above simulations were carried out for 500 seconds.
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3.1.3 Case 3: With CBR staircase trafc
The ABET tools were evaluated in the presence of variable load created by the use of CBR
trafc in staircase form. The CBR staircase trafc varied from 0 Mbps in steps of (bottleneck
bandwidth/5) until the CBR trafc equaled the bottleneck bandwidth and again stepping down the
cross trafc from bottleneck bandwidth all the way down to zero. The topology shown in Figure 3.3
was used with bottleneck bandwidths values of 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 300 Mbps, 500 Mbps, 700
Mbps and 1000 Mbps. This simulation covers the spectrum of low, medium and high bandwidth
networks. The set of parameters that yielded the best results in Case 1 and Case 2 was used to carry
out the experiments in Case 3. The above simulations were carried out for 450 seconds.
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3.2 Design methodology
The factors that are considered in the evaluation of ABETs are probe packet size, number of
packets per train, number of trains, frequency of measurements, and spread factor. The effect of
these factors on the response of the tools is measured. The response is measured in terms of accu-
racy, convergence time and intrusiveness.
The design metholodogy used is a 2k factorial design as described in [19]. Each factor can be
at two levels (low and high) and the values are set from a reasonable range that it can take. e.g.
the two levels for the packet size factor is 500 bytes and 1500 bytes. The factors may interact with
one another i.e. the effect of one factor may depend on the levels of other factors. The effect of the
factors and also the effect of the interactions between the factors on the responses can be measured
by carrying out the 2k factorial design where k is the number of factors affecting an ABET and 2
is the number of levels. So for example in case of IGI, we have 3 factors - packet size, packets per
train and frequency of runs. Assuming two levels for each of these factors we have 8 responses (23).
R1, R2, R3, ... R8 are the response values. Then the effect of factor 1 is given
e1 =
(R2 −R1) + (R4 −R3) + (R6 −R5) + (R8 −R7)
4
(3.1)
The effect of factor 2 is given by
e2 =
(R3 −R1) + (R4 −R2) + (R7 −R5) + (R8 −R6)
4
(3.2)
The effect of factor 3 is given by
e3 =
(R5 −R1) + (R6 −R2) + (R7 −R3) + (R8 −R4)
4
(3.3)
The effect of factor 1 could depend on the level of factor 2 and so the degree of interactions
between the factors is given by equations 3.4 - 3.6. It is also important to note that the two-factor
interaction effects are completely symmetric i.e., e12 = e21 and e23 = e32 and so on. The degree
of interaction between the two factors is dened as half the difference between the average effect
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of factor 1 when factor 2 is at its low level (all factors except 1 and 2 are held constant) and the
average effect of factor 1 when factor 2 is at its high level.
e12 =
1
2
[
(R4 −R3) + (R8 −R7)
2
−
(R2 −R1) + (R6 −R5)
2
] (3.4)
The effect of factor 2 is given by
e13 =
1
2
[
(R6 −R5) + (R8 −R7)
2
−
(R2 −R1) + (R4 −R3)
2
] (3.5)
The effect of factor 3 is given by
e23 =
1
2
[
(R7 −R5) + (R8 −R6)
2
−
(R3 −R1) + (R4 −R2)
2
] (3.6)
Finally, a three factor interaction can be done using
e123 =
1
2
[
(R8 −R7) + (R6 −R5)
2
−
(R4 −R3) + (R2 −R1)
2
] (3.7)
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ABETS
Simulations were run for 500 seconds to determine the accuracy, convergence time, and intru-
siveness of IGI, Pathload and pathChirp. In the case of IGI, eight sets of simulations were run
following the 23 factorial design where the factors are the size of the probe packets, the number
of packets per train and the frequency of runs. In the case of Pathload, again eight sets of simula-
tions were done following the 23 factorial design where the factors are the number of packets per
train, number of trains and the frequency of runs. In the case of pathChirp, four simulations were
run following the 22 factorial design where the main factors are the size of the probe packets and
the Spread factor. Frequency is the time between the runs. Continuous frequency means that the
tool is run again immediately after it provides an estimate. A frequency of x means that the tool
is scheduled to run every x seconds. The convergence time of an ABET is the time it takes for
the tool to converge to an estimate. The intrusiveness of the ABET is calculated as the number of
probe packets used by the tool to provide the estimate multiplied by the bytes per probe packet. The
accuracy of the ABETs is computed as follows. If the tool’s estimate is T and the actual available
bandwidth is A, then the accuracy is given by (T − A)/(T + A). Therefore, the value of the ac-
curacy can range from −1 to +1, where a value of 0 indicates 100% accuracy. A negative value
indicates that the tool underestimates the available bandwidth, and a positive value says that the
tool overestimates the amount of available bandwidth. During the duration of the simulation, values
of T and A are recorded and the accuracy is computed. At the end of the simulation, the average
accuracy is computed as the absolute value of the average of all the recorded values. This average
value of accuracy gives the measure of how much farther from the actual avaliable bandwidth value
did the tool go in each run, irespective of whether the tool over estimated or under estimated. It
is important to understand this as in an absolute sense a tool may have low accuracy but it could
be under estimation most of the time or over estimation most of time or a combination of both.
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The average value for accuracy is listed in all the factorial design result tables in this Chapter. The
thresholds for the metrics really are dictated by the application that the ABETs will be applied to.
4.1 Case 1: Low bandwidth scenario
For each tool, two tables list the results of the four scenarios. The rst table lists the results of
the factorial design and the second table lists the effect of the interactions between the factors on the
response variables. Table 4.1 shows the results of the factorial design when IGI was used. Table 4.4
shows the results with the effects on the performance metrics of the three factors alone and their
combination. Table 4.2 and Table 4.5 are the two tables containing results for Pathload. Table 4.3
and Table 4.6 show the results for pathChirp.
4.1.1 Analysis of IGI
From Table 4.1, it can be seen that the simulation using 1500 byte packet sizes, 64 packets per
train and continuous frequency provides the best accuracy possible but the worst convergence time
and overhead while the best convergence times are obtained using 8 packets per train and running
the tool continuously. Now looking at Tables 4.1 and 4.4 together, we can see that 1) Increasing
the packet size from 500 to 1500 bytes improves the accuracy slightly towards underestimation but
worsens the convergence time slightly and the overhead considerably, which is expected. Therefore,
a rather small packet size, such as 500, might be the most appropriate; 2) Increasing the number of
packets per train improves the accuracy and worsens the convergence time and overhead consider-
ably. We can hence deduce that a small number of packets per train, such as 8 is a good choice
and 3) Reducing the frequency of measurement worsens the accuracy, increases the convergence
time slightly and reduces overhead. So picking a high frequency (more frequent runs) or continuous
frequency gives optimal results. Also, the cases of low accuracy detected in IGI measurements are
mostly a result of over-estimation when the network is overloaded.
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Table 4.1 Case 1: 2k factorial design using IGI in low bandwidth networks
Packet Pkts per Frequency Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Size Train Time (Sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.56 1.68 0.042
500 8 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.81 2.58 0.074
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.66 2.03 0.05
CBR ladder only 0.08 0.88 0.05
TCP Only 0.43 1.9 0.13
1500 8 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.56 2.69 0.22
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.58 2.36 0.17
CBR ladder only 0.07 0.93 0.17
TCP Only 0.33 4.58 0.53
500 64 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.62 4.51 0.63
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.41 4.69 0.57
CBR ladder only 0.07 2.33 0.57
TCP Only 0.21 4.98 1.22
1500 64 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.26 4.99 1.47
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.24 4.93 1.29
CBR ladder only 0.06 2.99 1.29
TCP Only 0.61 2.82 0.061
500 8 6 TCP+CBR 0.88 2.36 0.068
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.65 2.66 0.064
CBR ladder only 0.13 1.03 0.06
TCP Only 0.59 3.3 0.199
1500 8 6 TCP+CBR 0.73 2.69 0.238
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.6 3.14 0.21
CBR ladder only 0.12 1.14 0.21
TCP Only 0.49 4.49 0.5
500 64 6 TCP+CBR 0.76 4.7 0.59
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.56 4.7 0.54
CBR ladder only 0.1 2.56 0.54
TCP Only 0.45 5.9 1.41
1500 64 6 TCP+CBR 0.43 4.8 1.02
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.42 4.94 1.26
CBR ladder only 0.1 3.41 1.26
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Table 4.2 Case 1: 2k factorial design using Pathload in low bandwidth networks
# of Pkts per Frequency Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Trains Train Time (Sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.31 3.99 0.3
4 50 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.24 4.3 0.3
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.27 4.25 0.3
CBR ladder only 0.012 2.97 0.3
TCP Only 0.36 11.39 0.92
12 50 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.25 12.27 0.92
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.34 11.9 0.92
CBR ladder only 0.02 8.68 0.92
TCP Only 0.39 4.8 0.61
4 100 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.34 5.27 0.61
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.36 5.01 0.61
CBR ladder only 0.01 3.37 0.61
TCP Only 0.47 13.86 1.84
12 100 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.36 15.44 1.84
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.41 14.78 1.84
CBR ladder only 0.1 10.1 1.84
TCP Only 0.24 4.11 0.3
4 50 6 TCP+CBR 0.29 4.62 0.3
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.33 12.54 0.92
CBR ladder only 0.02 3 0.3
TCP Only 0.3 11.49 0.92
12 50 6 TCP+CBR 0.29 12.38 0.92
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.33 12.54 0.92
CBR ladder only 0.03 8.78 0.92
TCP Only 0.26 4.91 0.61
4 100 6 TCP+CBR 0.35 5.44 0.61
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.34 5.11 0.61
CBR ladder only 0.009 3.45 0.64
TCP Only 0.39 14.34 1.84
12 100 6 TCP+CBR 0.36 15.43 1.84
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.39 14.52 1.84
CBR ladder only 0.05 10.12 1.84
4.1.2 Analysis of Pathload
From Table 4.2, it can be seen that the best performance is obtained when using 4 trains, 50
packets per train and running the tool continuously. Using those values, we can obtain the best
accuracy, convergence time and overhead. Looking at Tables 4.2 and 4.5 together, we can see
that 1) Increasing the number of trains from 4 to 12 worsens the accuracy very slightly towards
overestimation but increases the convergence time and the overhead considerably. Therefore, it can
be concluded that a small to medium number of trains such as 4 to 8 is appropriate; 2) Increasing the
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number of packets per train worsens the accuracy slightly, worsens the convergence time slightly
and worsens the overhead considerably. We can hence infer that 50 is a good choice for number
of packets per train; and 3) Reducing the frequency of measurement improves the accuracy by a
very small margin, affects the convergence time very slightly and has no effect on the overhead. So
running the tool continuously will be a good choice. Also, the cases of low accuracy detected in
Pathload measurements are mostly a result of under-estimation when the network is not loaded.
4.1.3 Analysis of pathChirp
From Table 4.3, the best convergence time is obtained using 500 byte packets and 1.1 as the
Spread Factor. However, the best intrusiveness is obtained in the 500 and 1.2 case. The case with
1500 and 1.2 seems to be the one that offers a good combined performance in terms of accuracy
and overhead but the convergence time is not good in particular for the rst scenario. Looking at
Tables 4.3 and 4.6 together, we can see that 1) Increasing the packet size from 500 to 1500 improves
the accuracy but increases the convergence time to a great extent. So it can be concluded that a small
to medium probe packet size is better; 2) Increasing the spread factor improves the accuracy and
reduces the convergence time a great deal while also improving the overhead. We can hence infer
that 1.2 is a good choice for the spread factor. A medium packet size of say 1000 with a Spread
Factor of 1.2 is the best choice.Also, the cases of low accuracy detected in pathChirp measurements
are mostly a result of under-estimation when the network is not loaded.
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Table 4.3 Case 1: 2k factorial design using pathChirp in low bandwidth networks
Packet Spread Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Size Factor Time (sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.8 2.4 0.14
500 1.1 TCP+CBR 0.33 3.73 0.14
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.616 3.73 0.14
CBR ladder only 0.04 0.7 0.14
TCP Only 0.64 17.86 0.14
1500 1.1 TCP+CBR 0.42 4.18 0.14
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.47 5.41 0.14
CBR ladder only 0.07 2.45 0.42
TCP Only 0.8 7.52 0.07
500 1.2 TCP+CBR 0.33 2.08 0.07
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.61 3.26 0.07
CBR ladder only 0.05 0.54 0.1
TCP Only 0.69 15.03 0.07
1500 1.2 TCP+CBR 0.38 2.2 0.07
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.43 4.79 0.07
CBR ladder only 0.05 1.61 0.313
Table 4.4 Factors effects using IGI in low bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E3 E12 E13 E23 E123
(PSize) (Pkts/train) (Freq)
TCP Only -0.07 -0.17 0.15 -0.01 0.046 0.042 -0.01
Accuracy TCP+CBR -0.27 -0.22 0.13 -0.07 0.03 0.01 -0.02
TCP+CBR ON/Off -0.11 -0.21 0.08 -0.04 0.01 0.07 -0
CBR ladder only -0.007 -0.015 0.045 0 0.002 -0.005 0
TCP Only 0.62 2.56 0.84 0.27 0.31 -0.42 0.18
Convergence TCP+CBR -0.05 1.86 -0.36 -0.27 -0.35 -0.25 -0.46
Time(Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.32 2.26 0.35 -0.08 0.03 -0.34 -0.03
CBR ladder only 0.41 1.83 0.25 0.33 0.06 0.07 0.03
TCP Only 0.45 0.8 0.06 0.34 0.06 0.019 0.044
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 0.39 0.78 -0.11 0.24 -0.98 -0.12 -0.1
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.42 0.79 -0.59 0.29 0.007 -0.026 -0.007
CBR ladder only 0.42 0.79 0 0.29 0.007 -0.026 -0.007
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Table 4.5 Factors effects using Pathload in low bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E3 E12 E13 E23 E123
(# Trains) (Pkts/train) (Freq)
TCP Only 0.08 0.07 -0.08 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.01
Accuracy TCP+CBR 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.003 -0.007 -0.018 0.001
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.04 0.05 0.001 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.01
CBR ladder only 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01
TCP Only 8.31 1.73 0.2 0.92 0.08 0.09 0.09
Convergence TCP+CBR 8.97 2 0.14 1.1 -0.09 -0.06 0.007
time (Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 8.78 1.62 0.12 0.81 0.07 -0.2 -0.25
CBR ladder only 6.22 0.9 0.05 0.47 0.002 -0.007 -0.03
TCP Only 0.92 0.31 0 0.3 0 0 0
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 0.92 0.61 0 0.3 0 0 0
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.92 0.614 0 0.3 0 0 0
CBR ladder only 0.92 0.61 0 0.3 0 0 0
Table 4.6 Factors effects using pathChirp in low bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E12
(PSize) (Spread Factor)
TCP Only -0.13 0.02 0.03
Accuracy TCP+CBR 0.06 -0.01 -0.01
TCP+CBR ON/Off -0.15 -0.02 -0.02
CBR ladder only 0.01 -0.008 -0.018
TCP Only 6.48 -3.85 1.02
Convergence TCP+CBR 0.28 -1.81 -0.16
time(Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 1.6 -0.54 -0.07
CBR ladder only 1.4 -0.5 -0.34
TCP Only 0 -0.07 0
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 0.001 -0.07 0
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.001 -0.07 0
CBR ladder only 0.24 -0.07 -0.04
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4.2 Case 2: High bandwidth scenario
4.2.1 Analysis of IGI
Table 4.7 Case 2: 2k factorial design using IGI in high bandwidth networks
Packet Pkts per Frequency Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Size Train Time (Sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.27 0.56 0.02
500 8 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.33 0.69 0.03
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.13 0.59 0.02
CBR ladder only 0.06 0.65 0.02
TCP Only 0.26 0.62 0.07
1500 8 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.32 0.73 0.08
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.12 0.60 0.07
CBR ladder only 0.05 0.71 0.08
TCP Only 0.23 1.71 0.22
500 64 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.26 1.76 0.24
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.11 1.69 0.21
CBR ladder only 0.06 1.68 0.21
TCP Only 0.21 1.8 0.7
1500 64 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.25 1.87 0.82
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.09 1.71 0.65
CBR ladder only 0.05 1.74 0.68
TCP Only 0.30 0.56 0.08
500 8 6 TCP+CBR 0.34 0.78 0.03
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.15 0.57 0.02
CBR ladder only 0.09 1.85 0.75
TCP Only 0.29 0.86 0.199
1500 8 6 TCP+CBR 0.32 0.99 0.12
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.13 0.67 0.08
CBR ladder only 0.06 0.74 0.09
TCP Only 0.28 1.76 0.232
500 64 6 TCP+CBR 0.26 1.92 0.29
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.12 1.71 0.22
CBR ladder only 0.08 1.72 0.22
TCP Only 0.27 1.82 0.75
1500 64 6 TCP+CBR 0.24 2.02 0.97
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.10 1.8 0.60
CBR ladder only 0.06 1.76 0.7
The results observed in high bandwidth networks follow closely with that observed in low band-
width networks. An interesting point that can be observed from Table 4.7 is that the overall accuracy
values, convergence time and intrusiveness values are signicantly better than those measured in low
bandwidth networks. For example: On comparison of accuracy, convergence time and intrusiveness
values (0.56, 1.68 and 0.04 respectively) measured for the 500, 8, Continuous case with TCP only
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in low bandwidth networks (Row 1 from Table 4.1) to the corresponding values (0.27, 0.56 and
0.02 respectively) measured in high bandwidth networks (Row 1 from Table 4.7), it can be seen
that IGI performs better in high bandwidth networks than it does in low bandwidth networks. This
suggests that the IGI ABET will be more accurate, less intrusive with better turnaround time in high
bandwidth applications as compared to low bandwidth networks.
Table 4.8 Case 2: 2k factorial design using Pathload in high bandwidth networks
# of Pkts per Frequency Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Trains Train Time (Sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.40 6.29 0.59
4 50 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.63 6.06 0.562
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.56 4.23 0.42
CBR ladder only 0.08 2.85 0.26
TCP Only 0.33 21.45 0.67
12 50 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.592 19.2 1.76
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.54 18.20 1.69
CBR ladder only 0.18 10.48 0.99
TCP Only 0.39 6.59 1.22
4 100 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.616 5.08 0.9
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.48 4.65 0.49
CBR ladder only 0.08 2.79 0.51
TCP Only 0.30 21.80 4.09
12 100 Continuous TCP+CBR 0.597 21.8 4.09
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.47 19.58 3.67
CBR ladder only 0.08 8.08 1.52
TCP Only 0.45 5.32 0.49
4 50 6 TCP+CBR 0.646 5.78 0.535
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.58 4.86 0.45
CBR ladder only 0.08 3.10 0.29
TCP Only 0.34 25.66 2.42
12 50 6 TCP+CBR 0.582 20.1 1.81
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.50 21.12 1.95
CBR ladder only 0.17 11.50 1.09
TCP Only 0.42 5.71 0.99
4 100 6 TCP+CBR 0.64 5.22 0.94
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.48 5.21 0.96
CBR ladder only 0.08 2.91 0.54
TCP Only 0.34 21.09 3.94
12 100 6 TCP+CBR 0.557 17.6 3.17
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.50 21.37 4.00
CBR ladder only 0.17 8.40 1.59
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4.2.2 Analysis of Pathload
From Table 4.8, it can be seen that the best performance is obtained when using 4 trains, 50
packets per train and running the tool continuously or by 4 trains, 100 packets per train and running
the tool continuously. Using either of those values the best accuracy, convergence time and overhead
is achieved. Looking at Tables 4.8 and 4.11 together, we can see that 1) Increasing the number of
trains from 4 to 12 improves the accuracy but worsens the convergence time to a great extent. We
can conclude that a smaller number of trains such as 4 is appropriate; 2) Increasing the number of
packets per train from 50 to 100 improves the accuracy slightly and worsens the convergence time
and overhead only very slightly. Hence, it can be inferred that 100 is a good choice for number of
packets per train. Finally reducing the frequency of measurement improves the accuracy by a small
margin, affects the convergence and overhead very negligibly. So running the tool continuously is
a good option. Comparing the measurements in low and high bandwidth networks from Tables 4.2
and 4.8, Pathload seems to be producing better results in low bandwidth networks as compared to
high bandwidth networks.
4.2.3 Analysis of pathChirp
From table 4.9, we can see that accuracy wise, pathChirp does particularly worse in the case
where we have ’TCP Only’ trafc as compared to all other cases. The best convergence time is
obtained with 500 packets with 1.2 spread factor. This combination also gives a good accuracy and
convergence time. It can also be seen that the convergence times and intrusiveness values achieved
in high bandwidth networks are signicantly better than those in low bandwidth networks. This
indicates that pathChirp may be better geared for applications in high bandwidth networks.
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Table 4.9 Case 2: 2k factorial design using pathChirp in high bandwidth networks
Packet Spread Tests Accuracy Convergence Intrusiveness
Size Factor Time (sec) (MB)
TCP Only 0.42 0.10 0.38
500 1.1 TCP+CBR 0.09 0.10 0.38
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.07 0.10 0.38
CBR ladder only 0.03 0.06 0.02
TCP Only 0.81 0.19 1.14
1500 1.1 TCP+CBR 0.12 0.19 1.14
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.09 0.19 0.38
CBR ladder only 0.04 0.06 0.06
TCP Only 0.59 0.08 0.38
500 1.2 TCP+CBR 0.06 0.09 0.38
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.05 0.08 0.38
CBR ladder only 0.03 0.06 0.01
TCP Only 0.62 0.13 1.14
1500 1.2 TCP+CBR 0.09 0.13 1.14
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.07 0.13 0.38
CBR ladder only 0.03 0.06 0.03
Table 4.10 Factors effects using IGI in high bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E3 E12 E13 E23 E123
(PSize) (Pkts/train) (Freq)
TCP Only -0.01 -0.03 0.04 0.0 0.04 0.07 -0.03
Accuracy TCP+CBR -0.01 -0.07 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.00 0.00
TCP+CBR ON/Off -0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.01
CBR ladder only -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.02
TCP Only 0.17 1.17 0.03 -0.10 0.10 0.00 -0.12
Convergence TCP+CBR 0.12 1.10 0.16 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 -0.05
time(Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.06 1.25 -0.16 0.13 -0.16 0.15 0.13
CBR ladder only 0.23 1.20 -0.14 -0.18 0.17 0.17 -0.18
TCP Only 0.3 0.4 0.01 0.2 0 0 0
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 0.36 0.5 0.06 0.3 0 0 0
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.2 0.4 0 0.2 0 0 0
CBR ladder only 0.2 0.4 0 0.2 0 0 0
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Table 4.11 Factors effects using Pathload in high bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E3 E12 E13 E23 E123
(# Trains) (Pkts/train) (Freq)
TCP Only -0.09 -0.02 0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.01
Accuracy TCP+CBR -0.05 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01
TCP+CBR ON/Off -0.02 -0.06 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.02
CBR ladder only 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.07 -0.02 -0.02
TCP Only 16.52 -0.88 0.41 -1.23 1.34 -1.21 -1.25
Convergence TCP+CBR 14.14 -0.36 -0.86 0.41 -0.79 -1.17 -1.38
time (Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 15.33 0.60 1.48 0.22 0.88 -0.30 -0.27
CBR ladder only 4.08 1.18 3.05 1.31 2.86 -2.83 -2.76
TCP Only 1.96 1.52 0.32 0.95 0.48 -0.51 -0.44
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 1.97 1.11 -0.21 0.74 -0.22 -0.23 -0.26
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 2.25 1.15 0.27 0.86 0.02 0.13 -0.09
CBR ladder only 0.65 0.63 0.30 0.38 0.28 -0.26 -0.25
Table 4.12 Factors effects using pathChirp in high bandwidth networks
Response Tests E1 E2 E12
(PSize) (Spread Factor)
TCP Only 0.21 -0.01 -0.18
Accuracy TCP+CBR 0.03 -0.03 0.00
TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.02 -0.02 0.00
CBR ladder only 0.01 -0.01 -0.01
TCP Only 0.07 -0.04 -0.02
Convergence TCP+CBR 0.07 -0.04 -0.02
time(Sec) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.07 -0.04 -0.02
CBR ladder only 0.00 0.00 0.00
TCP Only 0.76 0.00 0.00
Intrusiveness TCP+CBR 0.76 0.00 0.00
(MB) TCP+CBR ON/Off 0.00 0.00 0.00
CBR ladder only 0.03 -0.02 -0.01
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4.3 Analysis of ABETs with CBR staircase
From Table 4.13, we see that in the presence of only CBR trafc varying in a staircase pattern,
all tools exhibit good accuracy. We can see that as bottleneck bandwidth increases from to 10 Mbps
to 1000 Mbps, accuracy of IGI and pathChirp increases, whereas accuracy of Pathload worsens.
From Table 4.14, IGI and pathChirp have much lower convergence times as compared to Pathload.
As bottleneck bandwidth increases from to 10 Mbps to 1000 Mbps, convergence times of IGI and
pathChirp improves, whereas convergence time of Pathload remains relatively high.
From Table 4.15, IGI and pathChirp have much lower overhead as compared to Pathload. As
bottleneck bandwidth increases from to 10 Mbps to 1000 Mbps, overhead for IGI and pathChirp are
minimal as compared to that of Pathload.
Table 4.13 Accuracy measurements for ABETs with CBR staircase cross trafc
Bottleneck BW 10Mbps 100Mbps 500Mbps 1000Mbps Average
IGI 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05
Pathload 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.05
pathchirp 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04
Table 4.14 Convergence time (Secs) measurements for ABETs with CBR staircase cross trafc
Bottleneck BW 10Mbps 100Mbps 500Mbps 1000Mbps Average
IGI 0.88 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.69
Pathload 2.97 2.36 3.71 2.84 2.97
pathchirp 0.55 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.18
Table 4.15 Intrusiveness measurements for ABETs with CBR staircase cross trafc
Bottleneck BW 10Mbps 100Mbps 500Mbps 1000Mbps Average
IGI 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07
Pathload 0.30 0.21 0.34 0.26 0.28
pathchirp 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04
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4.3.1 Conclusions from the analysis of IGI, Pathload and pathChirp tools
Based on the results from our experiments, it can be concluded that in terms of accuracy, in low
bandwidth networks, Pathload gives the best followed by IGI and pathChirp. In high bandwidth
networks, IGI gives the best accuracy followed by Pathload and then pathChirp. pathChirp performs
particularly worse in the rst scenario where only TCP trafc is present.
In terms of intrusiveness both in low and high bandwidth networks, Pathload introduces more
overhead as compared to IGI and pathChirp, however, it is only a small fraction of the total trafc.
The most telling difference is observed in the convergence times values for the three tools. In
low bandwidth networks, IGI has the best (smallest) convergence times followed by pathChirp and
Pathload has the worst convergence times. However, in high bandwidth networks, both IGI and
pathChirp perform very well in terms of convergence times and Pathload does even worse. In
general, it is seen that all the ABETs perform very well in terms of accuracy when only CBR cross
trafc is present. It can be further noted that pathChirp exhibits very good convergence times in this
scenario.
It can also be seen that changing some of the factors from low to high or otherwise has a direct
positive impact on one response and a direct negative impact on another response. For example
in Table 4.1 for IGI in low bandwidth networks, we can see that increasing the packet size from
500 to 1500 and packets per train from 8 to 64, improves the accuracy by 60% but worsens the
convergence time by 160%. But if packet size is increased from 500 to 1500 and packets per
train stays at 8, then accuracy is improved by 23% and convergence time worsens only by 13%.
Also, Tradeoffs exist between accuracy, convergence time and intrusiveness. In many cases better
accuracy may call for longer convergence times and vice versa. Similarly, better convergence times
may entail more intrusiveness. Another important observation that can be made is that the cases of
low accuracy detected in IGI measurements are mostly a result of over-estimation when the network
is over loaded and instances of low accuracy detected in Pathload and pathChirp measurements are
mostly a result of under-estimation when the network is not loaded.
These results can serve as a source of guidance for users while picking ABETs to use in partic-
ular applications and selecting the conguration for the ABETs.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF ABETS IN END TO END CONGESTION CONTROL
Available bandwidth estimation can be used in many applications such as congestion control
in TCP, QoS and SLA verication, server selection, adjustment of encoding rates in streaming
applications, optimal route selection in overlay networks, end-to-end admission control, etc.
5.1 TCP congestion control
The work in this thesis is focused on applying ABETs to TCP congestion control. TCP (Trans-
mission control protocol) is the most predominant transport layer protocol used in the Internet today.
TCP uses a closed-loop, end-to-end window-based congestion control algorithm. TCP uses an ad-
ditive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) strategy increasing its sending rate slowly if packets
are received correctly and decreasing its sending rate drastically if congestion is detected. The cur-
rent implementation of TCP Sack has two phases - slow start phase and congestion avoidance phase.
In slow start phase, TCP doubles the congestion window (cwnd) for every acknowledgement packet
received and thereby follows an exponential pattern of window growth until the slow start threshold
(ssthresh) is reached. At that point, TCP switches over to congestion avoidance phase and cwnd
grows linearly by one packet per round trip time. On detection of congestion in the network, TCP
takes an aggressive approach to control congestion. Upon detection of a packet loss, the cwnd size
is reduced by half (multiplicative decrease). When a timeout occurs, TCP slashes the congestion
window to one and reenters the slow start phase. This sending rate adjustment mechanism used by
TCP is done regardless of the actual network bandwidth available to TCP and causes it to under-
perform. TCP can gain a lot by being more aware of the network bandwidth availability instead of
blindly adjusting its transmission rate.
In this thesis, a two-step approach is adopted while using ABETs in TCP congestion control.
The rst step is the determination of the ABET that would work best for use in TCP congestion
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control to improve TCP performance. The second step is devising an algorithm to use the ABET
bandwidth estimation in TCP congestion control.
5.1.1 Selection of ABET for TCP congestion control application
Applications dictate the ABET metrics that impact most and those that are less critical rela-
tively. For example, for applications such as QoS verication, accuracy may be more critical than
convergence time and overhead. From the evaluation of ABETs in Chapter 4, it can be seen that
there is a tradeoff between convergence time, accuracy and overhead. In order to use ABETs in TCP
congestion control, convergence time and accuracy are the most important variables, in that order.
TCP may work ne with reasonably accurate estimates but it cannot afford to have old estimates.
The load in the network changes in a very dynamic manner and TCP needs to keep track of these
changes and react to them in a timely manner. As far as convergence time is concerned, IGI ABET
gives the best performance in both low and high bandwidth networks. pathChirp takes a long time
to converge in low bandwidth networks but does converge quickly in high bandwidth networks.
Pathload takes the longest to converge in both low and high bandwidth networks. Between IGI
and pathChirp, IGI allows dynamic scheduling of the estimations at any time (user or application
triggered) whereas pathChirp runs continuously and controls the chirp interarrival times itself. As
a result, TCP will not be able to tell if pathChirp completed an estimation yet or not as the control
never comes back to TCP. Hence, IGI emerges as the most appropriate ABET to be applied in our
TCP congestion control application.
5.1.2 Algorithm for ABET-based TCP Sack
The congestion control in TCP Sack is modied such that it uses the available bandwidth es-
timate from IGI that is running in parallel between the same end points. TCP Sack [17] was con-
sidered as it is the most widely used TCP version today [18]. The congestion control mechanism
for the ABET-based TCP Sack version is based on the congestion control mechanism of TCP West-
wood [20].
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5.1.2.1 TCP Westwood
In TCP Westwood the sender continuously computes the connection Bandwidth Estimate (BWE),
which is dened as the share of the bottleneck bandwidth used by the connection. BWE is equal
to the rate at which data is delivered to the TCP receiver; it is calculated utilizing the rate at which
ACKs are received and the minimum RTT experienced by the connection. In TCP Westwood, the
congestion window increments during slow start are exponential and during congestion avoidance
are linear just as in TCP Reno. However, after a packet loss event or a timeout, TCP Westwood gets
the congestion window and ssthreshold according to the BWE as follows:
if (3 DUPACKs are received)
ssthresh = (BWE * RTTmin) / segsize;
if (cwin > ssthresh) /* congestion avoid. */
cwin = ssthresh;
endif
endif
In case a packet loss is indicated by a timeout expiration, cwin and ssthresh are set as follows:
if (coarse timeout expires)
cwin = 1;
ssthresh = (BWE * RTTmin) / segsize;
if (ssthresh < 2)
ssthresh = 2;
endif
endif
In the above algorithm after a timeout, cwin and the ssthresh are set equal to 1 and BWE,
respectively. The congestion control algorithm used by the ABET-based TCP Sack version sets the
congestion window and ssthreshold values according to the available bandwidth estimate provided
by the ABET tool at those points in time, as follows:
if (3 DUPACKs are received)
ssthresh = (TE * RTTmin) / segsize; /* TE is the tool estimate*/
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if (cwin > ssthresh) /* congestion avoid. */
cwin = ssthresh;
endif
endif
In case a packet loss is indicated by a timeout expiration, cwin and ssthresh are set as follows:
if (coarse timeout expires)
cwin = 1;
ssthresh = (TE * RTTmin) / segsize; /* TE is the tool estimate*/
if (ssthresh < 2)
ssthresh = 2;
endif
endif
5.1.2.2 Simulations in low and high bandwidth networks
A simple dumbbell topology is used with a bottleneck bandwidth of 25 Mbps, with FIFO queue
and Drop Tail, and a propagation delay of 40 ms. TCP Sack and IGI tool were attached to the two
end nodes and the IGI tool was congured to use a probing packet size of 500 bytes, 8 packets per
train and continuous frequency as shown in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.2 and 5.3, the instantaneous and
average throughput of original TCP Sack and ABET-based TCP Sack are shown. As it can be seen,
the ABET-based TCP version improves TCP performance during the initial part of the connection
achieving higher throughput faster. Similarly during the steady state phase the ABET-based TCP
achieves a throughput closer to the capacity of the channel.
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Figure 5.1 Simulation topology for application of ABET in low bandwidth networks
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Figure 5.3 Low bandwidth network - Instantaneous and average throughput of ABET-based TCP
using IGI
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Figure 5.4 Simulation topology for application of ABET in high bandwidth networks
Another simulation was carried out to compare TCP Sack and the proposed ABET-based TCP
Sack with the topology shown in Figure 5.4 and using a bottleneck bandwidth of 700 Mbps, with
FIFO queue and Drop Tail, and a propagation delay of 40 ms. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the
instantaneous and average throughput of original TCP Sack and ABET-based TCP Sack. It can be
seen that TCP Sack is unable to scale with higher bottleneck capacity because it prematurely exits
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slow start and enters congestion avoidance. TCP congestion control algorithm is not aggressive
enough in utilizing its share of the available bandwidth in big pipes. So it takes TCP Sack a long
time to ll the pipe of 700 Mps. The ABET-based TCP Sack quickly utilizes the large available
bandwidth and achieves superior throughput. The improvement achieved by ABET-based TCP
Sack is very signicant in high bandwidth networks.
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Figure 5.5 High bandwidth network - Instantaneous and average throughput of TCP Sack
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Figure 5.6 High bandwidth network - Instantaneous and average throughput TCP SACK ABET-
based TCP using IGI
The following experiment is included to demonstrate the importance of choosing the right ABET
for the application at hand. The topology used was as shown in Figure 5.1 with the ABET tool here
being Pathload with parameters of 4, 50 and Continuous. Here we compare regular TCP Sack and
(Pathload) ABET-based TCP Sack. Figure 5.7 shows the instantaneous and average throughput
of ABET-based TCP version using Pathload. Pathload does not react fast enough and therefore
supplies inaccurate values to set the ssthresh and cwnd values in TCP Sack. It is important to notice
that these values are inaccurate not because the estimations made by Pathload are inaccurate but
because Pathload has a long convergence time and the values used by TCP are older estimates and
hence do not correctly reect the available bandwidth. As it can be seen, choosing the wrong tool
or even the wrong parameters can have a detrimental effect on the performance.
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Figure 5.7 Instantaneous and average throughput of ABET-based TCP using Pathload
5.1.3 Areas for future research
We saw that all ABETs send a train of probe packets back and forth between end points in a
connection across the network and make available bandwidth estimations. This means that appli-
cations that use the ABETs have to pay for it in the form of sharing the network with the probing
packets and hence losing a portion of their eligible bandwidth to the probe packets. In this chapter,
we saw ABETs applied to TCP and the performance improvements that resulted. We also concluded
that ABETs can be advantageous for use in applications after careful consideration of their perfor-
mance metrics and matching those with the application requirements appropriately. ABET-based
TCP causes extra network overhead because of the ABET embedded within.
It is well known that the Internet trafc distribution is heavy tailed. 80% of Internet trafc
is actually carried by a small number of long-lived connections (long ows) while the remaining
large number of short connections (short ows) carry the rest of the trafc. The ratio of overhead
bandwidth to actual data bandwidth for ABET-based TCP will be different for short and long ows.
With long ows, the benets of prompt network bandwidth utilization by ABET-based TCP
may overshadow the overhead that has to be borne in the form of probe trafc. With short ows, it
seems like the percentage of network overhead will be signicant and usage of ABET-based TCP
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may possibly not be benecial. Although we recognize that this is an important issue, the analysis
of the effects of overhead was outside the scope of this research as the main topic of this thesis was
performance evaluation of ABETs. Another interesting aspect to research further would be to see
how the extra overhead would impact the number of ABET-based TCP connections that a router
can handle simultaneously as compared to plain TCP connections. The fairness and friendliness
evaluations of ABET-based TCP with itself and with other TCP variants would be another intersting
future topic of study.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis includes a performance evaluation of the most important Available Bandwidth Esti-
mation Tools (ABETs) - Pathload, IGI and pathChirp in terms of their accuracy, convergence time
and intrusiveness in several scenarios under a variety of load conditions. The ABETs operate by
sending streams or pairs of packet probes into the network and gauging the available bandwidth
in their own unique way. The functioning of the ABETs is governed by factors like probe packet
size, number of packet trains, number of packets per train, etc. A 2k factorial experimental design is
carried out using simulations to determine the importance of ABET factors on the performance met-
rics. The results obtained can be used as a guide for users to select the most appropriate ABET and
parameters for their application. It is concluded that IGI with its low values of convergence time,
reasonable accuracy and small intrusiveness is the ABET with the most suitable characteristics for
application in TCP congestion control.
An ABET-based version of TCP Sack is developed that uses the available bandwidth estimates
of IGI to set the congestion window and ssthreshold values in the congestion control mechanism.
The ABET-based TCP Sack shows signicant improvements over regular TCP Sack in terms of
achieved throughput in both low and high bandwidth networks.
Evaluation of the ABETs can be done in wireless scenarios to see their viability. Such a study
will also reveal other factors like contention, that may come into play in determining their perfor-
mance. It will be also interesting to run the ABETs in scenarios with different number of hops and
see the impact on their performance. Evaluation of the ABETs in real experiments carried out in
the Internet or with a small network test bed will throw some more light on these ABETs and their
suitability in networking applications.
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